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Abstract 
In social life, people’s seeking to live in a sense of security together displays the importance of ethical behaviours in pupil’s life. 
Education, settling ethical behaviours in the national and international level, bears the burden of bringing in insight, allowance 
and friendship. In Turkey, arrangements in legislation of public officers determine the content of ethical behaviours. In the case 
of arrangements in education organizations, public officers have made up their own ethical behaviour rules in parallel with their 
ethical behaviours content. Teacher ethical behaviours, by reason of equipping the new generation to social life, necessitate to be 
emphasized with a more and more importance. The responsibility of edification that teacher must have expands the scope of the 
teacher’s “education bank”. This study aims to discuss the importance of teacher ethical behaviour as being a public officer with 
in the framework of “ethics” as being a social behaviour.   
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1. Introduction 
Living in a society necessitates people’s living in a trustful environment together.  People who are not trusted by 
others effect standards of others’ life. People, who have to live in the same district, same street, same village or same 
apartment make different choices in order to feel more secure. Ethical behaviours define people’s behaviours. 
Although cultural differences are important to determine ethical behaviours, global values may present a common 
frame for ethical behaviours. While change in society brings new problems together, it will bring new legislation 
arrangements which will find new solutions to these problems. People who are living in a society have to be part of 
a defined order for the society. So, law occurred to administrate rights and social relations among people as written 
rules. Written rules first appear as an intellectual view to designate social behaviours. Then, it finds place by passing 
interrogation of if it is true or false. This interrogation is an interrogation of any idea. According to Clarkburn 
(2002), Ethical behaviours reflect individual life. In a bigger frame, the structure of the society where people live 
forms also his own ethical rules. However, Bagnel (2002) takes the ethical values up with culture and expresses that 
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ethical acceptance is learned. He describes ethical behaviours’ characteristics as a respect and acceptance of others’ 
belief frame, awareness of cultural formation and values, tolerance, empathy and sympathy. 
According to Pieper (1999) ethics is a moral theory and realizes this not for knowledge but for action. Ethics, is a 
theory developed to form a theory, is not a mental research which is serving to intellectual satisfaction but it is a 
relation between idea and action. For the reason of Ethic and moral concepts’ meaning or using of them together, 
they are used as same or similar meanings. (Selsam, 1995; Pieper, 1999; Changeux, 2000; Haynes, 2002).  Turkish 
Language Institution (2006) defines ethics as “moral,”” science of mores” and “things related with morals”. The 
same resource defines moral as “one’s obeying of rules and kinds of behaviours in a society” and “well habits and 
good qualities” the word “Morals” is the plural of the Arabic word “hulk” (creation). 
According to Pieper (1999:32) morals and moral values constitute the theme of the ethics. The questions which 
ethics is asking are separated from moral problems as they aren’t related to single action directly, namely as they 
aren’t interested in concrete, specific situation. Kohlberg thinks development of ethical thought is a dimension of 
personal development. Ethical development happens with different and arranged phases. In every phase, the 
problems that faced are solved with different kinds of reasoning based on the experiences obtained in other phases 
(Tamminen and Leskinen, 1996).  Maybe Nietzsche is stating human beings form their moral decisions according to 
gradual situation he is in by saying “in fact ,there aren’t moral events, there is solely moral comments of events 
(Strathern, 1998a: 42). If so, Ethics can be explained as reasoning against a situation and forming his own decision. 
Every society is different against making live, distribution and application of the ethics rules which are 
constituted in it. However, organized associations shouldn’t have transparent and different rules like this. It is 
possible to demand applying and obeying rules in a law harmony. For this reason, every association or organization 
establishes their own ethic boards and rules. 
TUSIAD (Association of Turkish Industrialists and Businessmen) takes up ethics in government administration, 
ethics in politics and ethic subjects in judges according to the report prepared under the headline of “from ethics in 
government organizations to ethic government and Ethics in public sector”. As we see ethics in public sector has a 
wide structure which is containing also education sector. Ethic values of workers of government organizations come 
from as they use the power of government organizations. For this reason, they should have more ethic values than an 
ordinary citizen (TUSIAD, 2005). According to this thesis, nowadays, every organized sector has to behave 
according to the standards of their target customers. 
International ethics principals are expressed like this. Being objective, honest, neutral, professional, equal, 
competent, faithful, Leader, trustworthy, respected and integrity and being transparent (TUSIAD, 2005). Rushworth 
(2004) arranged ethical values as honesty, responsibility, respect, transparency, and affection. When we analyze 
these principals, we see that the quality of in service training, the quality of pre service education, and importance 
from personal integrity to character education is dominant. Every organization has to grow up his workers who got 
these principles or who can behave appropriately for these principles. Today people look for international ethics 
principles as necessities of service. In impropriety index according to research done by transparency international 
Turkey ranks 65th country among 159 countries. So it is essential that ethical values should be applied in each part of 
the life in Turkey.  
Although ethics and morals have different meanings, as they are related and close to each other, they are both 
used in the same meaning. However; while morals is interested in application of the rules, ethics is a branch of 
philosophy which is interested in cause of the rules, their occurrence and application.  
1.1. Education and ethics 
When we ask the question” what are you expecting from school for your kids?” to the parents, we can hear their 
expectations mainly adjectives like “well, honest, with high morals, and admiring his country etc”. In fact 
expectations from school or education are more related to morals of the children. Later, facts like better job and well 
carrier come.  
Shortly, it is impossible to abstain from intersecting concepts of education whose aim is to bring up well people 
and ethics which is focusing on good/bad concepts. Furthermore, it is natural to aware of the sides that are 
completing each other. For this meeting De Ruyter (2004: 377-378) who claims to keep away from the concept of 
bringing up a happy person, states that happiness has an ego centred and hedonist side so instead of this concept 
preferring “development of human” is better. 
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According to Takala (1979) Greek philosopher Plato is a thinker who puts forward the first organized politics and 
administrative model to arrange the life in an ideal city (polis). The target of such a city is to educate people to be 
better. Pieper (1999: 116) says ethics has got a special closeness to the pedagogy as moral and education/bringing up 
complete each other. Human beings is not a moral creature from the birth naturally, they should be trained morally. 
Socrates, who is among the pioneers of morals and ethics, wanted to mention what is religious, what is irreligious, 
what is fair, what is unfair, what is nice, what is angered, sedateness and craziness, sources of  courage and 
cowardice, state, statesman,  administration and the quality of administrator. Also, he wanted to mention that he 
believes well informed man  makes himself  more noble and brave and so on (Strathern, 1998c: 6). According to 
Hilav (1985:38) Socrates, “contrary to former thinkers, isn’t interested in out door reality and nature, he is interested 
in human and his moral problems. He starts his researches about what the moral life (virtues) is by saying I know 
nothing.” An organized process of interrogation of mankind’s moral values, starts with Socrates, and continues with 
his student Plato and Plato’s student Aristotle, still continue today. Maybe for this reason people may not be sure in 
what to write. Then, philosophers like Plato, David Hume, Immanuel Kant, Dewey, Friedrich Schiller, and R.S. 
Peters think an effective way to educate citizens with high morals by explaining what the good is (Law and Ho, 
2004). 
Education with moral, in the same direction, relation between ethics and pedagogy is always are the topics which 
are focused on by both philosophy and pedagogy. Kant expresses this situation like this human is the human only by 
the help of education. He is the one how the education shaped him. Well education is the source of all the favours in 
the world. (Pieper. 1999:118). So, we can asses the relation between education and ethics is a mutual relation. While 
ethics is improving in a healthiest way in education environment, it isn’t possible for education to reach its targets 
without ethical principles. 
It is possible to find texts, agreements, law, regulations related to ethical principles in National Education laws. 
The features named as elements of substructure of ethics below, compared to National Education regulations, will 
help us to understand both the place of ethical principles’ and values in National Education.  
Elements of substructure of ethics: 
Political will is arranged as an effective legal substructure, effective accounting mechanisms, applicable 
behaviour rules,  professional socialising mechanisms, suitable working conditions in public administrations, 
existence of organizations providing coordination in ethical topics, civilian society organization which is inspecting 
officials in public services (TUSIAD, 2005). 
When we look at the ethical structural process in National Education Laws under these elements, public officers’ 
ethics board is decided to be established with the number of 5176 and law with the date 25.05.2004. Under the aims 
and extent of this law’s 1st item, that the aim of this law determining and applying public officers ethical behaviour 
principles that are necessary to obey being neutral, objective, honest, and caring public benefits rules and essentials 
of institution, and working conditions are determined. In Regulations about Public officers ethical behaviour 
principles and application methods and bases 1st item expresses the aims like this (TBMM, 2004).  
“Placing ethical culture in public, defining the ethic rules of public officers’ while they are working, helping them 
to behave appropriately according to these rules, and by removing the situations that are damaging justice, honesty, 
transparency, and neutrality principle while applying the tasks and situations that are creating lack of confidence, 
increasing societies’ confidence to the public administration and informing society about their expectations from 
public administration and organizing application methods and bases” is said (TBMM,2004). 
While defining the aim of the regulation, that public officers sensitive and careful behaviours are paid attention in 
the topic of specially justice, honesty, transparency, and neutrality.  Today, business networks and relations that are 
getting more complex gradually, that makes the  workers understood the people who requires service and executing 
relation in a formal layer but corresponding to justice, honesty, transparency, and neutrality principles is obligatory 
any more.        
The fact that the National Education has got big number of public officers and as it appeal nearly all the 
population of Turkey increases tasks of educators in national education about ethical principles. And yet the 
teachers’ responsibilities can’t be neglected as they are taking privileged mission to serve to parents, to students in a 
class environment, and even society. Presenting behaviours with the upper identity of being human is the mission of 
every teacher. This situation is accepted as not only a legal obligation but also obligatory for human beings. 
It is possible to form relation between ethical behaviour principles and teacher behaviours and referring to 
meaning and importance of these principles and different law, regulations, directives among National education laws 
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is also possible. In National Education’s main law with the number of 1739, 43rd of item is related to profession of 
teaching and it gives the responsibility working appropriately according to the Turkish National Education’s targets 
and main principles (TBMM, 1973). In the government officials law with the number of 657, the structures of 
behaviours of officials, duties and responsibilities, prohibitions and under the headline of discipline including 
teachers are defined (TBMM, 1965).  A law about primary school teachers’ promotion and punishment with the 
number of 4357 (TBMM, 1943) and a law about primary and secondary school teachers’ promotion and punishment 
with the number of 1702 have served to ethical principles by defining the punishments if they do some attitudes and 
showing some classified behaviours appropriately to national education teachers (TBMM, 1930). With this law the 
fact that school directors’ duties are explained, also requires teachers to classified behaviours to act. 
Forming ethical principles concept is turning into an essential situation in the world day by day. In many 
countries, Ethic boards in different fields are being established. In our country same attempts have started. For 
example, with the law legislated on 25.05.2004 and with the number 5176 it is decided to establish public officers 
ethical board. These are the ethical behaviour principles that is emphasized in law, for public officers covering 
teachers with the headlines: public service awareness of  doing duties, awareness of service to society, applying 
service standards, dependence to mission and target, honesty and neutrality, politeness and respect, prestige and 
reliance, informing higher positions, avoiding self interest conflict, using task and authority not for personal 
benefits,  getting presents and benefits, using public properties and sources, avoiding extravagance, informing, 
transparency and participation, related explanations and unreal statements, responsibility of  accounting for 
administrators, relations to former public workers, and informing about wealth. 
Some behaviour types become a law in our National Education Laws.  As mentioned above, the law about 
primary school teachers’ promotion and punishment with the date 10/06/1930 and number 1702 explains the 
penalties and the reasons of punishments so we can say it defines professional ethical rules (TBMM, 1930). 
The behaviours require punishment in the items above may be converted into proposed ethical principles in 
universal scale for educator. For example, nowhere in the world, ethical principles which aren’t putting limits in 
relation to students for educators or bringing proposals for educators’ behaviours at school can’t be formed. 
2. Conclusion 
We can see that prohibitions, duties, punishments placing in each of the law, regulations, and agreement texts 
mentioned above and thought as related with education in National Education laws are effective in regulating 
teacher behaviours and defining necessary rules to obey. With the regulation about Public officers’ ethical behaviour 
principles and application methods and bases “ethic principles” are defined and under the frame of these principles 
each organization is asked to sign this agreement according to these regulations. 
     When we express the place of ethic principles in teacher behaviours, we can see that it has a special place 
among other public services. When we think that teachers are building up the society like an engineer, it is important 
to make works about ethical behaviours’ importance for every school, every class, every student, and every teacher. 
Meanwhile, “professional ethics and declaration” prepared by Gündüz (2005:143) ILO/UNESCO and education 
international (EI) is assessed as a sign of good will. Ethics declaration for school administrators prepared by 
American school administrators union and Ethics rules prepared by Australia education high school stated that 
norms aren’t enough for formation of morals by assessing norms to obey and perform. 
Legal texts always indicate how formal behaviour rules should be. It is possible to investigate, evaluate and make 
live the legal rules. However, it isn’t always possible to investigate illegal rules. Especially, it isn’t observed that 
whether teachers who are working among walls with their own conscience behaving according to law or not. 
Beyond the written rules psychological rules appear. These values which we can name as ethical behaviour place in 
teachers’ role behaviours. 
As mentioned above, this situation clarifies that profession of teaching has a wide role basket. Taking up teacher 
behaviours in a law, regulation and agreement bases frame and trying to explain with the narrow concepts of duty, 
responsibility and punishment isn’t enough. Teacher behaviours should be addressed to inner discipline. During the 
step of pre education service, consciousness of being teacher, the ethical aims in teacher behaviours, universal 
equality of the society where the teacher is in, justice, honesty, and principles should be determined by taking care 
of best options for human beings. By adapting these principles to the universal change situations, they should seek 
for improvements continually. 
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New dimensions may be added to the items above taken as ethical principles. It is possible to find different 
regulations for each of these principles. However, it may not be possible to form ethical principles under the limited 
headline of duty, punishment, right, responsibility and using them as an inner discipline device.  
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